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China NDRC Denies the “National Treatment” for RMB
Funds with Foreign GPs
.......................................................................................................................................................................................

China’s National Development and Reform Commission (“NDRC”), one of the
major regulatory authorities in charge of foreign investments in the People’s
Republic of China (the “PRC” or “China”), recently denied the “national
treatment” of RMB funds in the form of a limited liability partnership with a
foreign-invested company as general partner (“GP”) and with only PRC domestic
investors as limited partners (“LPs”).

Background
Foreign investments in China are subject to certain restrictions as well as various governmental approval procedures,
which are often considered to be onerous and time-consuming. In early 2011, to attract the establishment of private
equity funds, Shanghai, followed by Beijing and Tianjin, introduced the so-called Qualified Foreign Limited Partners
(“QFLP”) program, under which, among others, a private equity fund formed as a limited liability partnership with a
foreign-sourced GP and Chinese LPs and no foreign LPs would be deemed to be a Chinese investor for purposes of
foreign investment regulations, provided that the GP’s capital commitment to the fund does not exceed 5% of the total
capital commitments (the “5% Exception Rule”). Such “national treatment” exempts qualified funds from complying
with China’s foreign investment regulation regime when such funds make investments in portfolio companies.
The 5% Exception Rule is particularly attractive to those foreign fund managers who intend to raise capital only from
China’s domestic sources while hoping to ensure that such type of funds receive equal treatment with their purely
domestic private equity competitors (which are RMB funds with a domestic GP and domestic LPs) in the process of
portfolio investments. Therefore, with other merits, the QFLP program has led to a surge in the number of RMB funds,
especially in Shanghai, including funds managed by Blackstone Group, Carlyle Group, etc.

Regulation
In response to the Shanghai Development and Reform Commission’s request to clarify the “national status” of a fund
with a PRC subsidiary of Blackstone Group as its GP, NDRC, however, issued a letter1 on April 23, 2012 (the “NDRC
Letter”), affirming that such type of RMB funds shall still be deemed as foreign investors, and their portfolio investments
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are therefore subject to the Catalogue for Guiding Foreign Investment2, a major PRC regulation specifying the industry
restrictions for foreign investments and other applicable PRC laws relating to foreign investments.

Implications
The NDRC Letter denies the applicability of the 5% Exception Rule under the QFLP program to the effect that a
contribution of even a nominal amount of foreign-sourced capital comprising a small fraction of the total fund size would
make the fund “foreign.” It would also cause uncertainties as to the legality of the finished portfolio investments made by
foreign-invested RMB funds if such investments had enjoyed the “national treatment” according to the 5% Exception
Rule.

This memorandum is intended only as a general discussion of these issues. It should not be regarded as legal advice. We would be pleased to
provide additional details or advice about specific situations if desired. Please note that under current law of the PRC, foreign lawyers such as
ourselves are not permitted to practice law in the PRC and thus are not permitted to render formal legal opinions on matters of PRC law. This
summary is for your reference only.
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Issued by NDRC and China’s Ministry of Commerce on December 24, 2011.
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